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Abstract

Understanding the mechanism of spontaneous formation of ribonucleotides under

realistic prebiotic conditions is a key open issue of origins-of-life research. In cells,

de novo and salvage nucleotide enzymatic synthesis combines 5-phospho-α-D-ribose-1-

diphosphate (α-PRPP) and nucleobases. Interestingly, these reactants are also known

as prebiotically plausible compounds. Combining ab initio molecular dynamics simu-

lations with recently developed reaction exploration and enhanced sampling methods,

we show that nucleobases and α-PRPP should spontaneously combine, under mild hy-

drothermal conditions, with an exothermic reaction and a facile mechanism, forming

both purine and pyrimidine ribonucleotides. Surprisingly, this mechanism is very sim-

ilar to the biological one, and yields ribonucleotides with the same anomeric carbon

chirality as in biological systems. Mass spectrometry experiments performed on

solutions of adenine and PRPP in similar conditions support the formation

of AMP. These results suggest that natural selection might have optimized – through

enzymes – a pre-existing ribonucleotide formation mechanism, carrying it forward to

modern life forms.
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Exploring the synthesis and functionality of nucleic acid molecules is one of the key issues

in the origins-of-life research. Since the late 80’s, scientists have proposed1 the possibility

of a ’RNA world’ as the precursor of current biochemistry, a hypothesis strongly supported

by the high versatility of RNA molecules to perform different biochemical processes, such as

catalysis, gene regulation, storage of information and self-replication, that are fundamental

features involved in the development and propagation of life. A plausible RNA world implies

sufficiently successful synthesis of the RNA monomers, namely ribonucleotides (or simply

nucleotides), followed by their accumulation, their subsequent polymerization and their fur-

ther propagation and persistence in the environment of occurrence.2–4 All these steps are

affected by a great number of factors (temperature, presence of catalytic surfaces, pH, ionic

strength, and so forth), and their plausibility is mainly determined by the thermodynamics

and kinetics of the chemical reactions involved.

In the last decades, many efforts have been made in addressing some of these questions.

Nucleotides are composed of three chemical subunits: a ribose in its β−furanose conforma-

tion, a nucleobase (purine or pyrimidine) and a phosphate group at the 5’ position of the

sugar. One of the most challenging issues has been the synthesis of both purine and pyrim-

idine nucleotides. Different prebiotic setups have successfully yielded nucleobases,5–8 sugars

and their phosphate derivatives;9,10 however, the assembly of these subunits to constitute

the first nucleotides has presented several obstacles.2,11–13

Several strategies to produce nucleotides under prebiotic conditions have been assessed.

Among them, the nucleoside phosphorylation has been one of the most widely studied.14

From previous works, pyrimidine and purine nucleosides were phosphorylated after a treat-

ment with different phosphate minerals,15 or in phosphate solutions with the addition of

phosphorylating agents such as urea,16 another prebiotically relevant substrate. More recent

works by Burcar and collaborators,17 addressed the phosphorylation of sugars and nucleo-

sides using eutetic solvents such as urea/ammonium formate/water (UAFW) upon heating.

In 2009, Powner et al.18 proposed an elegant synthetic pathway that involved the reaction
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between prebiotically relevant non-canonical subunits of the nucleotides that led to pyrimi-

dine nucleotides. Along very different synthetic routes, experiments performed by Becker et

al.19 in 2016, successfully explored purine nucleoside synthesis following the formamidopy-

rimidine (FaPy) pathway. A coherent prebiotic picture, encompassing the formation of both

purine and pyrimidine nucleotides in similar conditions has been one of the largest current

challenges in the origin of life field. In this regard, two recent works by Stairs et al.20 and

Kim and Benner21 addressed the synthesis of both types of ribonucleotides along different

chemical routes.

In current living organisms and metabolic systems, the de novo and salvage synthesis of

purine and pyrimidine nucleotides implies a direct reaction between the nucleobase and a

molecule of PRPP, a biological metabolite highly activated in C1’ due to the presence of the

pyrophosphate group. This reaction is mediated by the enzymatic catalysis of phosphoribo-

syltransferases specific of each nucleobase.22,23 Primitive biochemical systems have evolved

to modern ones improving their performance and selectivity: from this point of view, an

interesting question is to understand whether features observed in contemporary enzymatic

reactions have been conserved from prebiotic non-enzymatic pathways (chemiomimesis).24,25

In particular, one can wonder whether PRPP also played a crucial role as precursor of

nucleotides in the context of a RNA world.26 In this work we examined this hypothesis

(Fig. 1), which is supported by the possibility to generate PRPP as a ribose phosphorylation

product,27,28 and by its plausibility to operate as a reactant toward nucleotides28 and nu-

cleotide mimics (ribose-pyrazole derivatives).29 Furthermore, PRPP takes also part in histi-

dine and purine biosynthesis and might have played a role in their RNA world-counterpart.30

Moreover, a previous ab initio study reported by Sponer et al31 addressed the

formation of RNA nucleosides starting from RPP (rybosyl-pyrophosphate), a

molecule very similar to PRPP, by gas-phase quantum chemistry calculations

showing the role of pyrophosphate in the C1’ as an optimal leaving group during

the glycosylation reaction with the nucleobase.
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Figure 1: Pictorial representation of nucleotide formation from PRPP and
purine/pyrimidine bases: current biological pathway versus putative prebiotic hydrother-
mal conditions suggested from the present work. Current living forms exploit the enzymatic
catalysis of phosphoribosyltransferases.

We considered mild hydrothermal conditions, that are compatible with different proposed

origin-of-life scenarios, including hot surface lagoons/lakes and submarine or continental hy-

drothermal systems.32 We underline that we deliberately choose the simplest possible setting

that allows to prove the general thermodynamic viability of the ribonucleotide synthesis re-

actions.

To address this crucial question, a combination of quantum-based computer simulations

and novel advanced enhanced sampling and chemical exploration methods was carried out.

Ab initio computer simulations in prebiotic chemistry under aqueous solutions33–36 are very

challenging due to the large system size (several hundred atoms), the bulk conditions that

have to be taken into account (such as temperature, pH, ionic strength, and so forth),

and especially because of the long time scale of chemical reactions. To overcome the latter

obstacle, we exploited a new general approach able to simulate complex reaction mechanisms
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in solution, combining enhanced sampling techniques (such as metadynamics and umbrella

sampling37–40) with topological coordinates capable of tracking changes in the chemical bond

network.41 This recent approach proved effective in the simulation of chemical reactions

fully accounting for the role of temperature and solvent, including the decomposition42 and

dimerization43 of amino acids and the synthesis of erythrose,44 among others. In the present

work, we significantly step-up the complexity of the system by tackling the challenging ab

initio simulation of nucleotide synthetic pathways.

We have assessed the formation of uridine monophosphate (UMP) and adenosine monophos-

phate (AMP) starting from α-PRPP and uracil or adenine, respectively, simulating easily-

accessible hydrothermal/hot lagoon conditions (T = 400 K, neutral pH), in pure water with-

out any catalyst. Our protocol employs a preliminary exploration of the reaction pathways

with metadynamics, followed by the collection of extended statistics exploiting committor

analysis and umbrella sampling (see Materials and Methods section).

We have discovered a simple pathway for the association of PRPP with the nucleobase,

where the nitrogen forming the glycosidic bond is initially deprotonated. In both purine and

pyrimidine cases, the reaction follows a nucleophile substitution SN2 mechanism, with an

inversion of chirality of the anomeric carbon. In Fig. 2 is reported the free energy profile of the

reaction, while Fig. 3 displays the detailed atomic configuration of representative reactant,

transition state and products structures. The transition state exhibits a trigonal bipyramidal

geometry, where C1’ becomes planar with O and N nucleophiles from pyrophosphate and

nucleobase molecules at a distance of 2.08 and 2.40 Å, respectively, for the pyrimidine, and

2.12 and 2.84 Å for the purine. The reaction connecting the deprotonated nucleobase with

the nucleotide follows Hammond’s postulate, i.e., the transition state is more similar to the

reactants than to the products, since the forward barrier is smaller than the reverse one.45

When comparing the biological synthesis mediated by enzymes with the simulated prebiotic

reactions, it is observed that some mechanistic details are featured in both cases: for instance

the nucleobase has to be deprotonated so it can perform the nucleophilic attack on the
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C1’;46,47 moreover around the transition state region, C1’ adopts a planar geometry during

the nucleophilic attack by the base, necessary to undergo the inversion of the chirality when

forming the β-nucleotide (see also Figure S1, depicting electron localization function (ELF)

analysis48). We note that the solvent plays an important role in this reaction,

where reactants, products and transition states are all in ionic forms. Moreover,

proton transfers between phosphate oxygens, mediated by solvent molecules, are

frequently observed in our simulations (see also movies in SI). Overall, our results

suggest that the reaction should be favored by a mildly basic pH: above 8, based on the

pKa ≈ 7.3 and 8.5 of U and A, respectively extrapolated at 400 K49,50 (see SI

for further details), and below 9, to avoid degradation of PRPP.27 For similar reasons,

under the above conditions an excess of nucleobase should increase the probability of reactive

collisions with the PRPP molecule.

Following glycosylation, nucleobases could in principle bind to ribose through other sites

than N9 for purines and N1 for pyrimidines. We note, however, that in deprotonated uracil

the most stable resonance structure features the negative charge on N1,51 indicating that

the glycosidic bond is more likely to be formed on that site. In the case of adenine, a specific

regioselectivity study should be performed, to distinguish the different possible sites for the

formation of the glycosidic bond.

In order to assess if our theoretical predictions are experimentally valid, we

have carried out a mass spectrometric analysis of a PRPP + A solution acti-

vated at 120oC in a closed reactor at pH=8.5 (Fig. 5). We first checked by 31P

NMR that the initial reagents did not contain AMP (see Fig. S4 in SI). In the

PRPP+A solution, in addition to the starting molecules, we observed the charac-

teristic signal of AMP at 345.9 amu, and confirmed this assignment by studying

its fragmentation in the MS/MS mode. Thus, the formation of AMP is effectively

observed; however, the yield is rather low because this reaction is in competition

with PRPP degradation yielding products such as ribose phosphates and cyclic
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Figure 2: Relative free-energy values for reactants (A, arbitrarily set to zero), transition
states (B), and products for the nucleotide synthesis (C). Free-energy levels for uracil (pyrim-
idine) and adenine (purine) pathways are depicted in green and orange respectively. ”N*”
represents the nitrogen from the nucleobase participating in the glycosidic bond. State A
results from a proton transfer from the nucleobase to PRPP, with a free energy
cost estimated as 3.3 and 1.2 kcal/mol for uracil and adenine, respectively (see
Supporting Information).
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Figure 3: Representative structures of reactants (Au and Aa), transition states (Bu and
Ba), and products (Cu and Ca) during the nucleotide formation from PRPP and uracil or
adenine, respectively. The transition states are identified by committor analysis and display
the typical geometry of SN2 mechanisms.

phosphates, following hydrolysis of the C-O-P and P-O-P bonds. Further work

is needed to understand the competition between hydrolytic degradation and

nucleotide formation and determine what experimental conditions favor the lat-

ter pathway. For instance, carrying out the reaction in the presence of mineral

surfaces might be helpful since they have been shown to favor the synthesis and

stability of PRPP,28 especially if the scenario implies wetting-drying cycles.52,53

In conclusion, we present hereby two main discoveries. First, we identify a new synthetic

route spontaneously leading to both purine and pyrimidine ribonucleotides, starting from

precursors of both prebiotic and biological relevance. This route is compatible with several

hydrothermal environments, from submarine vents to surface lagoons and lakes, most likely

present in the early Earth as well as on other planets. In this context, mineral surfaces

could have played an important role in the synthesis and stabilization of PRPP, as well as in

improving nucleotide condensation yields by reducing water activity.28 Second, we demon-
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Figure 4: Free energy as a function of the path collective variables s and z for nucleotide
formation. Panel a) and b) are associated to UMP and AMP synthesis respectively. Region
Au/Aa correspond to deprotonated nucleobase and PRPP, while Bu/Ba and Cu/Ca indicate
the transition state and nucleotide (UMP and AMP) regions respectively. Levels in the
contour map correspond to increments of 1.7 kcal/mol.
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Figure 5: Mass spectrometry (ESI-IT-MS –negative mode) of (a) AMP refer-
ence solution, with the peak at 345.9 amu corresponding to (AMP–1H)−, (b)
fragmentation of peak at 345.9 amu in AMP reference, (c) complete spectrum
for PRPP + adenine solution activated at 120 oC, (d) same spectrum zoomed
in the AMP region (337-358 amu), and (e) fragmentation of the peak at 345.9
amu from the PRPP + adenine sample. Peak labeling: A, adenine; RP, ri-
bose phosphate; RcP, ribose cyclic phosphate; RP2, ribose diphosphate; RPcP,
ribose-phosphate-cyclic phosphate (See SI for further details)
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strate, with atomic-level precision, that this spontaneous prebiotic synthetic pathway is very

similar to the biological one, to the point of sharing the same precursors, the same steps,

and the same chirality-inverting character (Fig. 1). This correspondence is highly suggestive

of an evolution process towards complex life forms conserving the basic features of prebiotic

ribonucleotide synthesis. Our work demonstrates also the possibility of simulating chemical

reactions in systems as large as RNA nucleotides in an explicit bulk solution environment,

and of reconstructing the corresponding free energy landscapes, all at the ab initio level.

Finally, we present mass-spectrometric experimental evidence that supports the

proposed nucleotide formation mechanism. Building upon all these findings, further

studies will be able to experimentally test the new mechanism on a series of nucleotides

in a range of environments, and to assess under which precise conditions reactions can

proceed up the ladder of complexity, starting from the oligomerization of nucleotides, until

the possible inception of a fully-functional RNA world.

Materials and Methods

Born-Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics (BOMD). Ab initio calculations were based on

the Density Functional Theory with the exchange-correlation Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof func-

tional,54 including Grimme’s dispersion corrections55,56 and the Martins-Troullier pseudopo-

tentials57 for C, N, O, Na, P and H atoms (with a cutoff of 70 Ry), as implemented in the

code CPMD 4.1.58 BOMD simulations were performed in the canonical ensemble (NVT) at

a temperature of 400 K, with a time step of ∼0.48 fs, in a periodically repeated cubic box of

approximately 4.296 and 4.292 nm3, and a density of 0.9888 and 0.9984 g/cm3 for UMP and

AMP respectively. Temperature was controlled by the Nosé-Hoover thermostat59,60 with a

chain length of four and with a frequency of 3000 cm−1. The electronic convergence criterion

has been set to 10−5 a.u. based on benchmark NVE simulations. The simulation boxes

comprise a PRPP molecule with charge 5- and a uracil/adenine molecule (reactants) or a
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nucleoside monophosphate molecule (UMP or AMP) and a pyrophosphate ion in its HP2O
3−
7

form (products), with additional sodium counterions and 108 explicit water molecules, for a

total of 371 atoms in the pyrimidine setup and 374 for the purine.

Enhanced Sampling. BOMD simulations were coupled with enhanced sampling tech-

niques.40 In the first place we performed metadynamics simulations,37,38 employing as set of

reaction coordinates the path collective variables (pathCV) s and z by Branduardi et al.61 In

general, s indicates the progress along a putative pathway composed by a discrete sequence of

atomic configurations, while z represents the distance from the putative pathway (complete

definitions are provided in Supporting Text reported in SI). In this work, we employed only

two reference configurations, corresponding to reactants and products, in this way avoiding

to bias the observed reaction mechanisms with hypotheses on the path. In addition, we

used the topological metric of Ref.,41 accurately tracking changes in the chemical bond net-

work passing from reactants, through intermediates, until the products, particularly suited

to chemical reactions in solution.42–44 This metric comparing structure R(t) with reference

structure Rk is defined as D(R,Rk) =
∑

IS

[
CIS − Ck

IS

]2
, where coordination numbers of a

specific atom I with the atoms of species S appear (see also Tables S1-S4 in SI).

In the second stage, we carried out a committor analysis62 to identify the transition

state of each reaction and to get more insights about its mechanism. We extracted a set of

about 10 atomic configurations from reactive metadynamics trajectories, and we performed

up to 20 independent unbiased BOMD trajectories of 0.5 ps starting from each configuration,

verifying whether they fell into reactants or products basins. A transition state configuration

is identified as committed to both basins with a probability of 50±10%.

In the final stage, a series of umbrella sampling39 simulations were performed, systemat-

ically restraining the s coordinate at different locations along the reaction pathway obtained

by committor analysis using an harmonic potential (all details are reported in SI, Table S5).

The trajectory length of each window was 10 ps, for a total simulation time of 250 and

220 ps for the pyrimidine and purine cases, respectively. The weighted histogram analysis
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method63 finally yielded the free energy profile of the reactions, with an estimated error bar

of 1 kcal/mol for the pyrimidine case and of 1.5 kcal/mol for the purine case. All enhanced

sampling simulations employed a modified version of the plugin Plumed 1.3.64

Mass Spectrometry. We used pure PRPP and adenine purchased from Sigma

Aldrich. Fig. S4 in SI demonstrates the lack of nucleotide contaminants in the

initial solution as verified with 31P NMR spectroscopy. A mixture of PRPP and

adenine was prepared by dissolving 12.5 mg of PRPP (0.05 mol/L) in 500 µL of

milliQ water and adding 13.5 mg of adenine (0.2 mol/L). The pH was adjusted

to 8.5 by controlled addition of NaOH. This mixture was heated to 120 oC

during 15 minutes in a closed glass vial and filtered on 2 µm filter paper. It was

then diluted to the micromolar range in a solution of 50% acetonitrile, 49.8%

water and analyzed by direct infusion in a HCT Ultra PTM Discovery mass

spectrometer from Bruker Daltonics (Germany) equipped with an electrospray

ion source. The nebulizer gas pressure was 11 psi and the spray voltage was ∼3.5

kV. The drying gas flow was 5 L/min and the temperature was 300 oC. Spectra

were acquired in negative ion MS mode over a 50–2000 m/z range until the ion

charge control target had reached 90000.
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